Study Design

Group randomized clinical trial

Group randomization

TIME 1
Data collection

Intervention:
Teachable moment communication skill training

TIME 2
Data collection

Delayed Intervention:
Teachable moment communication skill training; revised

TIME 3
Data collection

Physician Sample

Assess physician health behavior change communication skills

Intervention Clinicians

Delayed Intervention Clinicians

Assess patient intermediate outcomes & small behavior change using patient pre-visit, exit and 6-week survey

Cohort 1: 12 per physician

Assess patient intermediate outcomes & small behavior change using patient surveys

Cohort 2: 12 per physician

Cohort 3: 12 per physician in delayed intervention group only

Patient Samples

Four cross-sectional cohorts of patients clustered within physician

Assess patient intermediate outcomes & small behavior change using patient surveys

Cohort 4: 12 per physician in delayed intervention group only